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Abstract
Background: The objective of this study was to determine the sensitivity (Se) and specificity (Sp) of bovine tuberculosis
(bTB) screening tests including a single intradermal tuberculin (SIT) test, interferon gamma (IFN-γ) assay, and a commercial
ELISA test (M. bovis Ab) in dairy cattle, under field conditions, using a Bayesian approach.
Results: The study population consisted of 128 dairy cows from 25 bTB-infected herds in Chiang Mai and Chiang Rai
provinces, Thailand. A single-population Bayesian model was implemented assuming conditional dependence between
the SIT test and IFN-γ assays. The 95% posterior probability interval (PPI) of the SIT test (severe interpretation) Se ranged
from 75.3 to 95.2% (median = 87.6%), while the Sp was slightly lower (median = 83.6%, PPI = 74.2–92.8%). The IFN-γ assay
Se was moderate and the 95% PPI ranged from 38.6 to 74.4% (median = 55.7%) with higher Sp (median = 93.
5.4%, PPI = 87.0–98.1%). The M. bovis Ab ELISA Se was low, with 95% PPI ranging between 30.0 and 71.2%
(median = 47.4%); however, the Sp was high (median = 90.9%, PPI = 84.5–95.5%).
Conclusion: The SIT test sensitivity was similar to that demonstrated in other regions and can, therefore, be
used effectively as part of control programs in this area. The IFN-γ and M. bovis Ab ELISA assays can be
applied as supplementary techniques. The test performance of these tests when used as single tests without
confirmation, however, are expected to continue to challenge disease eradication efforts.
Keywords: Mycobacterium bovis, Test performance, Single intradermal tuberculin test, Interferon gamma assay,
ELISA test

Background
Bovine tuberculosis (bTB) is a chronic endemic disease
of cattle and other ruminants. The disease is primarily
caused by Mycobacterium bovis, which affects animal
health and can spill over to humans as a zoonotic disease [1]. Test-and-cull strategies have been applied in
cattle globally; however, the disease is still prevalent in
many countries. The success of bTB eradication and
control programs is based on early detection and removal of reactors from a herd. Therefore, screening-test
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accuracy is critical to eradication programs. However,
the lack of a reliable gold standard to define positive and
negative individuals is a problem in determining the accuracy of any screening test. In other countries with abattoir surveillance, the gold standard for diagnosis of
bovine tuberculosis is based on bacterial culture or PCR
but it is not feasible in countries without abattoir surveillance to identify lesions.
The single intradermal tuberculin (SIT) test, based on
the detection of the cell-mediated immune response
(CMI), is used for bTB diagnosis worldwide. The SIT
test is performed by inoculating bovine purified protein
derivative (PPD) into the skin of the neck or caudal fold
of the animal. Its interpretation is based on measuring
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the difference in skin thickness before and after inoculation [2]. The interferon-gamma detection test (IFN-γ
assay) is a blood-based assay that also detects the CMI
in blood samples stimulated with specific antigens [3].
This method is widely used in many countries; however,
the practical use of this test is limited by the need for
processing blood samples within 24 h of collection. As a
result, the IFN-γ assay cannot be applied at a large scale
or in herds located in remote areas where farms are situated far from specialized laboratories [4, 5]. Serological
tests based on antibody detection are another option for
bTB screening and can identify M. bovis-infected cattle
missed by current bTB screening techniques. One commercially available enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) that detects antibodies against M. bovis antigens
MPB83 and MPB70 (M. bovis Ab ELISA) in naturally infected cattle has been used and its performance determined [6]. However, the sensitivity and specificity of
these screening tests appear to vary [7–11].
Latent class analysis is being increasingly applied for
the estimation of screening test performance in many
diseases and species when a reference test (a gold standard) is scarce [12, 13]. Bayesian latent class analysis has
been used to evaluate the accuracy of two or more bTB
screening tests in cattle without the use of a reference
test when the true disease status is unknown [7, 14].
Nevertheless, to the authors’ knowledge, the evaluation
of bTB screening-test performance using latent class
models has never been performed in Southeast Asia.
The objective of this study was to evaluate the Se and
the Sp of currently available official bTB screening tests
in Thailand (SIT test and IFN-γ assay) and the ancillary
test (M. bovis Ab ELISA) in dairy cows under field conditions using a Bayesian approach.

Methods
Study and sampling design

This study population was dairy cattle from 25 herds
with previous SIT-positive cattle in Chiang Mai (16
farms) and Chiang Rai (9 farms) provinces. These
herds were previously considered as bTB infected
herds based on the presenting of at least one
SIT-positive animal in the farms during 2011 to 2015.
In these herds, the median number of cows in each
dairy herd was 53 (interquartile range = 33–67). From
each of these 25 herds, approximately 5–6 animals
were selected as the sample population from which
the 3 bTB diagnostic tests were performed.
SIT-positive animals as regards to the bTB annual
testing performed in 2015 were primarily selected to
be included in the study. Other SIT-negative animals
within each farms were randomly selected to make
the sample of 5–6 animals per herd.
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SIT test

All adult dairy cattle (> 1 year old) in each herd were
tested using the caudal fold SIT test by one of the authors or Thai Department of Livestock and Development
(DLD) staffs using bovine PPD (Bovituber® PPD, Synbiotics, Lyon, France) between March and May 2015. The
dairy cows were intradermally injected with 0.1 mL of
bovine PPD (2000 IU) on the right side of the caudal
fold of the tail. The skin thickness of the inoculation site
was measured using calipers before injection. Test results were determined by the same researcher at 72 h
post-injection by measuring the increase in skinfold
thickness. Interpretations of the test results were made
according to the Thai agricultural standard for screening
tests for bovine tuberculosis [2]. The results were defined as: positive when the increase of the skinfold thickness at the inoculation site was ≥5 mm and/or signs of
swelling, edema, exudation, necrosis and/or inflammation were observed; inconclusive when the increase of
the skinfold thickness was between 2 and 5 mm and
clinical signs at the inoculation site were not observed;
and negative when the skinfold thickness increased < 2
mm and clinical lesions at the injection site were not observed. Depending on the interpretation used, inconclusive animals were considered as positive (severe
interpretation) or negative (standard interpretation) for
data analysis.
Interferon gamma assay

At 72 h post-bovine PPD injection, heparinized blood
samples were collected from all SIT-tested dairy cows
and transported to the laboratory of the Northern Veterinary Research and Development Center, Upper zone,
Lampang, Thailand, where they were routinely processed
within 6 h [4, 5]. Stimulation of whole-blood samples
was performed as described elsewhere [8]. Briefly,
whole-blood samples were separated into three parts
and each was incubated with bovine PPD, avian PPD,
and phosphate buffered saline (PBS). After 16–24 h of
incubation, plasma supernatants were harvested and
IFN-γ quantified using a commercially available sandwich ELISA (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA,
USA). Optical density (OD) was measured on each sample stimulated with bovine PPD, avian PPD, and PBS. As
recommended by the manufacturer, a sample was considered as a positive sample when both 1) the difference
between the mean OD of the sample stimulated with bovine PPD and with PBS alone, and 2) the difference between the mean bovine PPD and avian PPD-stimulated
sample ODs were greater than 0.1 [8].
Antibody detection test (M. bovis ab ELISA)

At the time of bovine PPD inoculation, serum samples
from all dairy cows were collected and tested using a
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commercial ELISA kit (IDEXX M. bovis Ab test,
IDEXX Laboratories Inc., Westbrook, ME) in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. Results are
presented as sample-to-positive ratios (S/P) using corrected ODs. Samples with S/P ratios ≥0.30 were considered positive [6].
Sensitivity (Se) and specificity (Sp) estimation

A Fleiss kappa analysis was conducted to assess the
agreement between the three screening tests results.
This method was applied for analysis of agreement between more than two raters [15]. Analysis results were
categorized into six categories based on kappa values (<
0–1): poor, slight, fair, moderate, substantial, and almost
perfect agreement [16].
A latent class analysis was performed using a Bayesian
model to estimate Se and Sp of the SIT test, the IFN-γ
assay, and the M. bovis Ab ELISA. As the SIT test and
the IFN-γ assay share similar principles for detection of
the cellular immune response, their results were considered to be conditionally dependent on each other [17].
In contrast, the M. bovis Ab ELISA is based on detection
of the humoral immune response and therefore test results were assumed to be conditionally independent of
both SIT and IFN-γ assays. Thus, a Bayesian model
allowing conditional covariance between the SIT and
IFN-γ assays given infection status, while assuming both
SIT and IFN-γ assays conditionally independent of the
M. bovis Ab ELISA, was also specified. The samples
were randomly selected from the SIT-positive herds
which located in the same area. Therefore, it could be
assumed that the sample were from the same population
as suggested in a study in Spain [7]. Thus, a Bayesian
model for two conditionally dependent tests and one
conditionally independent test was implemented in a
single population in the order to evaluate Se and Sp of
each test.
The Bayesian version of the latent class model assumed that for the k populations, the counts (Yk) of the
different combinations of test results, e.g. +/+/+, +/+/−,
etc. for three tests follow a multinomial distribution: Yk |
Pqrsk ~ multinomial (nk , {Pqrsk}), where qrs was the
multinomial cell probability for the three-test outcome
combination, and Pqrsk was a vector of probabilities of
observing the individual combinations of test results. A
complete model and the R codes are provided in the
Additional file 1. Prior information on the test performance and prevalence of the disease was introduced in the
analysis using probability distributions (prior distributions). Prior Se and Sp estimates of the Sp of the three
tests were modeled as beta distributions based on information obtained from previous studies [3, 7, 9–11, 14,
18–20]. Published study means of the central values
were selected as the most likely value, while a 95% lower
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limit for the prior distributions was set using the lowest
modal value to accommodate the expected large variability in test performance. Prior bTB prevalence rates
were selected based on a report from the DLD and expert opinion from the official veterinary services managing the bTB eradication programs in Chiang Mai,
Chiang Rai, and Phayao provinces [21]. The prior values
used for analysis (prevalence, sensitivity, specificity) are
listed in Table 1. All analyses were implemented in JAGS
3. 4. 0 via the rjags and R2jags packages from R 3.2.2
software [22–24]. Posterior distributions were computed
after 100,000 iterations of the models with the first
10,000 discarded as the burn-in phase.
Convergence of the model was checked by visual inspection of the Gelman-Rubin diagnostic plots using
three sample chains with different initial values as demonstrated in Additional file 2 [25]. A sensitivity analysis
of the model was performed to assess the influence of
the prior information and the assumption of conditional
dependence between the SIT test and the IFN-γ assay
on the posterior estimates [12, 13]. These analyses were
performed by replacing each prior by a non-informative
uniform 0–1 distribution and comparing the DIC between the models with and without the covariance term
[13].

Results
Results from screening tests

Twenty-four and 54 of the 128 dairy cows (18.75 and
42.19%) were positive based on the SIT test using the
standard and the severe interpretation, respectively.
Herd prevalence of bTB based on the standard and the
severe interpretation of the SIT test among sampled
cows in these herds was 36% (9/25) and 60% (15/25), respectively. Compared to the SIT test, fewer positive results were detected among dairy cows using the IFN-γ
Table 1 Prior mode and 95% confidence interval (CI) estimates
for each screening test
Parameter

Test

Mode
10

< 20.0

[21]

SIT (standard)a

71

> 53.2

[9, 20]

SIT (severe)b

81

> 63.2

[9, 11, 27]

IFN-γ c

81.9

> 64.1

[3, 7, 14, 18]

ELISA

60

> 34.4

[6, 18]

SIT (standard)a

98.6

> 89.2

[9, 20]

Prevalence
Sensitivity

d

Specificity

b

References

SIT (severe)

95.6

> 89.2

[9, 11, 27]

IFN-γ c

87.9

> 70.0

[3, 7, 14, 18]

e

86.5

> 75.0

[6, 18]

ELISA
a

95% CI

single intradermal tuberculin test using standard interpretation
b
single intradermal tuberculin test using severe interpretation
c
interferon gamma assay
d
a commercial antibody detection test (M. bovis Ab ELISA)
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assay (22/128 = 17.19%) and the M. bovis Ab ELISA (21/
128 = 16.40%) (Table 2). The agreement between the SIT
test using standard interpretation and the IFN-γ assay
was fair (kappa = 0.21). The agreement between the SIT
test using standard interpretation and the M. bovis Ab
ELISA was slight (0.11). Similarly, the agreement between the IFN-γ assay and the M. bovis Ab ELISA was
also slight (0.13). The agreement between all three tests,
SIT test using standard interpretation, IFN-γ assay, and
M. bovis Ab ELISA, was slight (kappa = 0.15), whereas
the agreement between the SIT test using severe interpretation, the IFN-γ assay, and the M. bovis Ab ELISA
was fair (kappa = 0.24).

Table 3 Bayesian estimates of sensitivity and specificity for each
test, and disease prevalence (%)
Parameter

Test

Sensitivity

SIT (standard)b

95% PPIa

62.4

43.2–80.2

c

60.1

39.8–81.3

d

ELISA

52.5

30.8–77.7

SIT (standard)b

90.6

82.9–97.6

c

89.0

81.6–95.4

ELISAd

88.3

81.8–93.3

IFN-γ

Specificity

Median

IFN-γ

Disease prevalence

14.1

6.7–23.4

Covariance of infected cattle

−9.9

−22.3-2.9

Covariance of uninfected cattle

2.6

−0.3-6.7

a

Bayesian models

SIT-test Se estimates were 62.4 and 87.6%, when standard and severe interpretations were applied, respectively.
The SIT Se using standard interpretation was lower than
the prior estimate, while the SIT Se using severe interpretation was higher. However, the probability intervals
of these Se estimates did not overlap, when comparing
prior to posterior estimates. The SIT-test Sp estimates
were lower than the prior estimates regardless of standard (90.6%) and severe interpretations (83.6%). Posterior
estimates of the SIT test Se and Sp are shown in Tables 3
and 4.
Se estimates for IFN-γ and M. bovis Ab ELISA were
lower than the prior values. Posterior estimates of Sp for
both techniques were higher than the prior estimates
(Tables 3 and 4). The IFN-γ assay outperformed the M.
bovis Ab ELISA in terms of Se, although probability intervals for the posterior estimates largely overlapped. A
very similar (and high) specificity was found for both
tests.
Posterior prevalence estimates in dairy cattle were
higher than the prior estimates and varied depending on
the interpretation criteria used, with median values
Table 2 Screening test results in dairy cows
a

SIT

IFN-γ

+
+

b

c

d

e

ELISA

SIT (standard)

SIT (severe)

+

+

0

5

+

–

8

15

+

–

+

6

11

+

–

–

10

23

–

+

+

6

1

–

+

–

8

1

–

–

+

9

4

–

–

–

81

68

Total
a

128

single intradermal tuberculin test using standard interpretation
b
interferon gamma assay
c
a commercial antibody detection test (M. bovis Ab ELISA)
d
single intradermal tuberculin test using standard interpretation
e
single intradermal tuberculin test using severe interpretation

128

95% PPI = 95% posterior probability interval
b
single intradermal tuberculin test using standard interpretation
c
interferon gamma assay
d
a commercial antibody detection test (M. bovis Ab ELISA)

ranging from 14.1% (standard interpretation) to 22.2%
(severe interpretation) (Tables 3 and 4).
The conditional covariance between the SIT test and
the IFN-γ assay was low in both infected and uninfected
cattle. Probability intervals of the conditional covariance
included 0 regardless of the interpretation criteria for
the SIT test. The conditional independent model, which
did not include a covariance term between the SIT test
and IFN-γ assay, had a higher DIC value than the conditional dependent model (66.2 versus 46.7, respectively).
Therefore, the conditional dependent model was preferred as the final model.
There was no appreciable effect on sensitivity analyses
(change > 25% of median value) in the posterior estimates of the M. bovis Ab ELISA Se, and the Sp of all
three screening tests when non-informative distributions
were used as priors for any parameter. For instance, the
posterior estimate of the M. bovis Ab ELISA Se changed
Table 4 Bayesian estimates of sensitivity and specificity for each
test, and disease prevalence (%)
Parameter

Test

Median

95% PPIa

Sensitivity

SIT (severe)b

87.6

75.3–95.2

IFN-γ c

55.7

38.6–74.4

d

ELISA

47.4

30.0–71.2

SIT (severe)b

83.6

74.2–92.8

c

93.5

87.0–98.1

ELISAd

90.9

84.5–95.5

Specificity

IFN-γ

Disease prevalence

22.2

11.9–33.6

Covariance of infected cattle

−1.2

−7.3-6.0

Covariance of uninfected cattle

3.4

0.0–8.0

a

95% PPI = 95% posterior probability interval
b
single intradermal tuberculin test using severe interpretation
c
interferon gamma assay
d
a commercial antibody detection test (M. bovis Ab ELISA)
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by only 2.7% (from 47.4 to 48.7%) when non-informative
distribution was used. This finding was interpreted as
evidence of model robustness. In contrast, a larger
change in the posterior estimates for the SIT-test using
standard interpretation (from 62.4 to 31.2%) and the
IFN-γ assay Se (from 60.1 to 27.4%) was observed. Similarly, the prevalence estimate in the dairy cattle population also increased to 20.5% [95% posterior probability
interval (PPI) = 7.2–33.2%] when a non-informative prior
was used, thus, suggesting a stronger effect for these
parameter priors in the model.

Discussion
This study assessed the performance of bTB screening
tests routinely used in eradication programs (SIT test
and IFN-γ assay) and a potential supplementary test
(M. bovis Ab ELISA) under field conditions in Thailand
using a Bayesian approach. A one-population model
was chosen for the analysis because the screening tests
were performed in infected dairy herds located in the
same region and followed similar management practices. Therefore, considering all dairy cattle as a single
population was reasonable, as assumed in previous
studies [7, 14].
The fair agreement between the three tests using
Fleiss’ kappa was similar to the agreements between two
tests using Cohen’s kappa analysis. The lack of correlation between the test outcomes suggests that their application as parallel tests would help to increase the
performance of the screening strategy in current bTB
eradication programs [8].
The median SIT-test Se using a standard interpretation in our study was similar to that reported in a study
in Australia in 1991 (63.2%); this country reported low
bTB prevalence at the time and was recognized as free
from bTB in 1997 [20]. The estimated SIT Se using severe interpretation was similar to results from a US
study showing a SIT-test Se range of 84.9–93.02% [11].
Several studies have reported that both the size of the
skin-test response and the pathological lesions are positively associated with the infection stage [8, 26]. In
Thailand, limited information is currently available to estimate the prevalence of bTB in dairy cattle. One government report [21] reported the prevalence of bTB
among dairy cattle in northern Thailand to be 0.30 and
4.38% at the animal-level and the herd-level, respectively, based on SIT testing. In our study, our posterior
estimate of true prevalence of bTB was 14–22%, depending on SIT test interpretation method, higher than previously reported, though was from a biased sample of
cattle from test-positive herds.
In Thailand, the SIT test is performed annually together with culling of reactors in all infected herds.
Thus, infected animals with advanced infections are
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quite rare, which could reduce the SIT-test Se using the
standard interpretation (inconclusive results defined as
negative). The SIT-test Sp in the current study was similar to those reported in previous studies in low prevalence areas, which ranged from 83.6 to 90.6% [10, 20]
though lower than Sp reported from a meta-analysis of
US studies [9]. In Thailand, confirmatory testing of
SIT-positive cattle or surveillance at abattoirs is not
performed.
Estimates for the Se of the IFN-γ assay were also lower
than reported in previous studies [5, 20]. It has been
suggested that the IFN-γ assay should be performed between 7 and 33 days after the SIT test to maximize the
effect [5]. However, in the current study, we collected
whole-blood samples for the IFN-γ assay only three days
after performing the SIT test due to the limitations of
time and labor. This early blood collection might impair
the performance of the IFN-γ in this study. However,
Whipple et al. (2001) reported that the SIT test boosted
the IFN-γ responses three days after tuberculin injection,
and the USA Department of Agriculture recommends
applying the test from 3 to 30 days after the SIT test
[27].
Our estimates for the IFN-γ assay Sp were high, which
is in agreement with previous studies [3]. However, a
study on the performance of the IFN-γ assay and the
SIT test under field conditions in France reported a
more limited IFN-γ assay Sp estimate of 62.3% [28].
Our posterior estimates of the M. bovis Ab ELISA Se
were lower than previous reports in Spain and the USA
[6, 29]. In the US study, the M. bovis Ab ELISA was applied to test M. bovis challenged calves, and the test Se
was 63.0%. However, the test Se decreased to 46.0%
when applied to cattle without pathogenic lesions [6]. A
study in Spain suggested that M. bovis Ab ELISA Se
could be maximized up to 70.4% when the test was applied to the infected herd 15 days after the SIT test by
taking advantage of anamnestic effect [29]. Moreover,
the Se of the test could be as low as 23.9% when the test
was performed in naturally infected herds without previous SIT test boosting [29]. In the current study, most
blood samples were collected without a previous SIT test
boost. However, posterior estimates of the M. bovis Ab
ELISA Sp were high, in agreement with previous studies
[6, 29].
Overall, based on study estimates of the performance
of the bTB diagnostic assays (SIT test, IFN-γ assay, and
ELISA), we can make several general conclusions. First,
since the prevalence of bTB in this region appears higher
than that in the US, Western Europe, and Australia
(where most published reports of bTB test performance
have been generated), we would expect higher positive
predictive values and lower negative predictive values
with the same tests, given the same test performance.
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However, this study reports a lower test sensitivity for
the SIT test (using standard interpretation) than that reported from most previous studies. In order to increase
test sensitivity, the severe interpretation could be used,
though this would reduce test specificity (and positive
predictive value) to a level that may be less conducive by
itself for test and removal programs. Use of the standard
interpretation of the SIT test instead would increase test
specificity, but at the costs of reduced test sensitivity.
Surveillance system sensitivity could be increased
through use of tests in combination (at increased costs),
or through incorporation of abattoir surveillance (with
confirmatory testing, also at higher costs). Evaluation of
the cost-effectiveness of alternative surveillance system
strategies is a next step, and certainly warranted by study
findings.

Conclusion
This study provides estimates of the sensitivity and specificity of currently available tests for bTB screening in
Thailand (SIT test and IFN-γ assay) and an ancillary test
(M. bovis Ab ELISA) in dairy cows, under field conditions, using a Bayesian approach. This information is
critical to effective bTB control and eradication programs in Thailand and across Southeast Asia. However,
low number of positive results limits the test performance estimation. Therefore, a future study should be performed in larger dairy cattle population or areas.
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